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Abstract

Recent advances in computing machines and the avail-
ability of inexpensive vision sensors have paved the way
for development of real-time imaging systems. Smart sys-
tems with a single fixed camera are often deployed for the
task of outdoor surveillance. However, such systems are
challenged by occlusions caused by interactions of fore-
ground and background objects in the scene. In this paper,
we propose an effective scheme for disambiguating such
cases of occlusions and for the detection of entry and exit
of objects using list based intelligent reasoning. The pro-
posed methodology employs a statistical background model
to identify foreground regions followed by smart tracking
of the objects by using their color distribution and motion
history. The present implementation runs at 7.5Hz while
operating on color images of 320x240 resolution.

1. Introduction

Automated Video Surveillance deals with real time ob-
servation of people or vehicles in busy or restricted environ-
ments, leading to tracking and activity analysis of the sub-
jects in the field of view. Potential applications range from
monitoring in a car parking lot to military surveillance sys-
tems. Employing people for such a round-the-clock job is
both expensive and prone to human error. These issues have
led researchers to concentrate on Automated Video Surveil-
lance [1, 4, 8, 9]. The first step of video surveillance con-
sists of the detection and identification, as well as the real
time process of determination of the trajectories (tracking)
of the different foreground objects. The second step con-
sists of activity analysis, which deals with the parsing of
temporal sequences of detection and tracking observations
to generate high-level action descriptions.

The detection of objects in the scene from a fixed cam-
era requires foreground extraction. Elgammal et al. [7] have
proposed a non-parametric background model for detecting
intruders as the scene changes. Oren et al. [14] and Heisele

et al. [10], on the other hand, adopt a different approach and
identify pedestrians (intruders) by using wavelet templates
and motion patterns respectively. Tracking algorithms esti-
mate the trajectories of the intruders detected by foreground
extraction, and constitute the second stage of system func-
tionality. Computer Vision researchers have proposed a
number of approaches for visual tracking - prominently, the
Mean-Shift Algorithm [5], Kalman Filters [8], Optical Flow
based methods [2] and Particle Filtering [11]. The spatio-
temporal features thus extracted from the intruder images
are further analyzed for recognizing the activities of the
same.

In any surveillance activity, it is first necessary to moni-
tor the entry/exit of subjects into/from the scene, in addition
to tracking their movements when in the view. A monocu-
lar surveillance system is often seriously challenged in this
task by foreground-foreground or foreground-background
occlusions. In this paper, we extend the models for sub-
ject detection, monitoring of entry/exit, and tracking to the
case of multiple intruders even in the presence of occlu-
sions. This is achieved by a sequence of actions consist-
ing of intruder detection by background subtraction, track-
ing through a robust combination of the the mean-shift al-
gorithm and trajectory extrapolation based on the subjects’
motion history, and disambiguation of occlusions through
a process of intelligent reasoning. The presented results of
experiments performed on a complicated motion pattern of
the subjects indicate successful tracking even when the sub-
jects merge and circle around each other.

This paper presents our work through the following sec-
tions. Section 2 describes the naive approach to foreground
extraction along with shadow removal. In Section 3, we
discuss the mean-shift algorithm used in tracking the sub-
jects. Section 4 details the proposed methodology for in-
telligent reasoning to disambiguate occlusions. The results
are presented in Section 5. Finally, we conclude our work
in Section 6 and discuss possible future extensions and im-
provements.



2. Foreground Extraction

Consider the intensity value of a pixel over time in a
completely static scene (i.e., with no background motion).
In such a case, the only possible change that may occur
to this pixel value is assumed to be caused by the zero
mean Gaussian noise. Thus, it is quite legitimate to as-
sume the intensity value ����� of the �	��
������� pixel as a Gaus-
sian [ ����������
������� � ] random variable, where the mean value
( ����� ) and variance ( ������ ) are estimated from a time indexed
training set of intensity values of that particular pixel. Sim-
ilarly, one can assume such a set of distributions for the
whole background image and hence derive the statistical
model of the background image. A pixel of value � ��� is
thus classified to be in the foreground region, if it has very
less belongingness in the background pixel intensity distri-
bution. Hence, the set of ! foreground pixels is mathemat-
ically expressed as,!#"#���$���&%(' �����*)+������'-,/.0�1��� � (1)

The parameter . decides the allowable limit of belonging-
ness of background pixels and is typically assigned a value
between 3 and 5. In practical cases, minor movements al-
ways persist among the background elements, thus defying
the (perfect) static background assumption and this leads
to background pixel classification error. A pixel neighbor-
hood modeling approach performs much better. Elgam-
mal et al. [7] have suggested a spatio-temporal modeling
of background pixels through a non-parametric approach.
Rudolf Mester et al. [13] have proposed an illumination in-
variant method for background classification that defines a
new statistic instead of the traditional pixel intensity value.
They have shown this statistic to follow a Gaussian dis-
tribution and used it to classify background pixels. How-
ever, both these methods are quite computation intensive.
However, for surveillance applications, we only need to
know the foreground region approximately for our analy-
sis and would thus like to devote less time for foreground
extraction. Our system thus opts for the standard (and sim-
pler) method for background classification. However, this
method often gives rise to single pixel misclassifications,
which are removed by morphological operations, typically
an erosion followed by a dilation. An example of fore-
ground extraction by the simple background subtraction
procedure is shown in Figure 1.

It is evident that such a method of foreground extraction
often gives rise to classification error due to the shadow cast
by the foreground object on the background region. This
error occurs due to change in lighting conditions in certain
backgrond pixels, a shadow being a special case of reduced
illumination. A number of papers have addressed the issue
of disambiguating the shadowed regions [3, 6, 12]. Javed et
al. [12] have suggested the use of gradient direction infor-

Figure 1. Results of Background Subtraction. (a) The
background scene (b) An Intruder in the field of view
causing a scene change (c) Background Subtraction Re-
sult (d) Refined foreground extraction after Morphologi-
cal Operations

mation to achieve illumination invariance. Cucchiara et al.
[6], on the other hand, use the hue-saturation components to
suppress the shadowed regions. The video sequences used
for our work are captured by a simple web cam and hence
are very noisy. The approaches proposed by Javed et al. and
Cucchiara et al. have shown poor performances on account
of the noise. We have found that the scheme proposed by
Branca et al. [3] provides far better results as compared to
the other two while dealing with noisy sequences. Branca
et al. assume the illumination change to be a slowly varying
function and use the fact that the illumination changes are
merely modulations of the pixel intensity values. Thus, if
the intensity value � of a pixel changes to a new value 2
due to a cast shadow, then 2 is merely a multiple of � and
can be mathematically expressed as,23"546� 7 8�9 4;:5< (2)

In case of colored images, we need to compute the mod-
ulation factors in shadowed regions in the three different
channels (Red, Green and Blue). Thus, if the image pixel
intensity values are subscripted by img and that of the mean
values of the corresponding learned background model pix-
els by bg, then the modulation factors for the different color
components are computed as,

4>=?"A@*BDCFE@HG E 
I4 E "KJLBDCFEJMG E 
I4 G "ONPBDCQENPG E (3)

Let, 4>RS�	��
��� be the set of the modulation factors (in all
color channels) computed over a small neighborhood (typ-
ically 3x3) of the �	��
���T��� pixel. This particular pixel is



declared to be a shadowed one if all the modulation fac-
tors belonging to the set 4 R �	��
��� are less than unity and
the variance computed over the set elements is less than or
equal to some small quantity U . Thus, the conditions for the�	�V
W��� ��� pixel to belong to a shadowed region can be math-
ematically expressed in the following manner.X 4ZY[4 R ���V
���\
^] 4;Y^��_�
�<���` a3] bc7ed �f4 �Lg UW` (4)

In our case, only the pixels classified as foreground are re-
processed for shadow detection. Figure 2 illustrates the re-
sults of shadow removal after foreground extraction. Fi-
nally, the processed image is subjected to connected compo-
nent analysis for identifying the separated blobs. Connected
component analysis works by scanning an image, pixel-by-
pixel (from top to bottom and left to right) in order to iden-
tify connected regions of adjacent pixels, which share the
same set of intensity values. For our application, the image
is binary (classified as either foreground or background) and
an 8-connectivity is assumed for separation of blobs.

Figure 2. Results of Shadow Removal. (a) Background
Image (b) Original Scene (c) Result of Background Sub-
traction, (d) Shadow Removal Applied on result in (c).

3. Foreground Region Tracking

Once extracted, the foreground regions need to be
tracked for further analysis. In this work, we emphasize
on maintaining an approximate estimate of the position and
motion information of the intruder depicted as the fore-
ground region. The computer vision community has used
several algorithms for tracking objects through image se-
quences, the most noticeable ones being based on Kalman
filters [8] and the CONDENSATION algorithm [11]. The
Kalman filter based methods fail in many practical appli-
cations due to its assumptions of unimodality and linearity

in motion and measurement. The CONDENSATION algo-
rithm based approach (also known as particle filtering) over-
comes these difficulties, but at the cost of high computation
time. Recently, Comaniciu et al. [5] have proposed a novel
method for tracking non-rigid objects based on the Mean-
shift algorithm. They have proposed a color histogram
based representation of the target model and a similarity
measure based on the Bhattacharya coefficient for compar-
ison of subject and target regions. The proposed algorithm
typically assumes a monotonically radially decreasing ker-
nel profile, going from unity magnitude at the center to zero
value at the periphery and outside the target region. This
provides us with a weighting function that gives maximum
importance to the central pixels and assigns minimum be-
lief to the peripheral ones. Such a weight assignment is
also useful as the peripheral pixels are less trustworthy due
to higher chances of occlusions and belongingness to back-
ground. The proposed algorithm has typically assumed the
Epanechnikov kernel with an elliptical support over the tar-
get region. Thus, if the target region is centered at h , then
the weight i B of the pixel j B will be given by,

i B "Ok <l)nm\j B )^homp�rqsm\j B )^hom g <_�q otherwise
(5)

These weights are used while constructing the normalized
target histogram t with u color bins v�wx
pypy�yp
zv C . Such a
representation suggests that the probability of occurrence
of vW{ in the target region is t&{ . More so, the probability | Bthat a particular pixel j B with color value } B belongs to the
target region is given by,| B "/t { 
�} B Y~v { (6)

The mean-shift iterations start from an initial region cen-
tered at hF� and gradually converges to the desired target
region centered at hc� . The center-update rule in the .����
iteration is given as follows,

h���� w "�� RB�� w j B ��.1��| B ��.1�� RBD� w | B ��.�� (7)

where j B ��.�� are the pixels in the current elliptical region
(consisting of � pixels) centered at hl� and | B ��.�� are com-
puted from target histogram t as given in equation 6. Co-
maniciu et al. [5] have used the Bhattacharya coefficientN ��t��0
Wt6� as a measure of comparison of the normalized
color distribution to� (at the .-��� step) and the target his-
togram t and is given by,

N ��to�-
�t6��" C�{ � w$� to�0���-��
�t����-� (8)

This algorithm is proved to converge [5] subject to proper
choice of kernel function and is shown to maximize the



Bhattacharya coefficient at each step of the iterations. The
current value of the Bhattacharya coefficient is used as a ter-
mination criteria and algorithm is seen to converge within 2
to 3 iterations in most of the cases. However, the mean-shift
tracking algorithm assumes the target regions to be over-
lapping in subsequent frames and hence fails in cases of
high acceleration. Thus, we also maintain a simple velocity-
acceleration based dynamic model of the foreground region
to account for its position information. Thus, the object’s
position j���8V� in the 8���� frame is predicted using the posi-
tion j��	8H)�<�� , velocity b>��8H)�<f� and acceleration �&�	8H)�<��
information from the �	8�)�<��T��� instant as,

j���8V��"/j���8�)�<�����b>��8�)�<f����_1y ���c�	8�)�<�� (9)

4. List based Intelligent Reasoning

Monocular tracking of multiple subjects is very often
challenged by partial visibility or sudden invisibility of the
targets due to occlusions. A very common example of
occlusion is the phenomenon of crossing of two persons.
This event can be sub-divided into three different temporal
stages. First, the two different persons approach each other
and merge into a single foreground region: at this stage,
one of them is fully visible and the other is only partially
detectable. Second, complete occlusion, where one is fully
visible and the other disappears completely. Finally, when
they again tend to separate, the person who has disappeared
previously, gradually becomes fully visible

Our system works on the above mentioned model of the
occlusion phenomena. We also use the facts that the mean-
shift algorithm can track objects under partial visibility and
that motion history can predict current position of an ob-
ject even if it is temporarily invisible. Thus, our scheme
switches between a dynamic-model-based tracking and the
mean-shift algorithm for disambiguating occlusions. Each
subject in the field of view is represented by his color his-
togram and his motion history, which jointly constitute the
signature of the target. The system typically maintains a list
of such signatures and operates on the same to infer about
phenomena like entry, exit, merge, split etc. In this section,
we present the list based reasoning system and introduce the
adopted nomenclature to perform the same. Let, the process
of background subtraction detect 8 foreground regions and
let there be u subject signatures in the list at the ���� frame.
Let, ! B �	�� and ��{����� denote the ����� foreground region and
the motion predicted minimum rectangular bounding region
of the � ��� subject in the list respectively. We define the ex-
tent of overlap between � { ���� and ! B �	�� by the �e����� element
of the overlap matrix  ��	�� , given by,

 P¡-¢�dx£�7�|�] ��{e�����
W! B �	���`�"5 l{ B �	��¤" ' � { �	���¥�! B ����p'' � { ����p' (10)

This overlap matrix is further thresholded by a quantity ¦ ,
to generate a new matrix § , whose elements are given by,

§ { B �����" k <�qZ  { B �����¨n¦_�q otherwise
(11)

Using this representation of § , we can further define two
important quantities, viz. the number of subjects over-
lapped (denoted by ©�ªl�	�z
�� ) in the ����� foreground region
and the number of foreground regions overlapped (denoted
by ©�«$�D�e
�� ) with the �e��� subject. These quantities can be
computed from the threshold overlap matrix § in the fol-
lowing manner.

© ª �	�z
���" C�{ � w §({ B �	���7 8�9¬© « ���e
��Q"®� BD� w §({ B ���� (12)

The quantities computed in equation 12 are used to perform
the following set of measurements,¯ w����e
W��¤" k <�q° P¡-¢�dx£�7�|$���?±���
W���
zi²��:�³_�q otherwise

(13)

¯ � ���e
��¤" k <eq°©�«����e
���,n__1q°©�«����e
��¤"5_ (14)

¯?´ �D�e
��¤"µk <�q°¶0�¤%1] §({ B ����¤"#<p` a3] © ª ���z
��F,·<\`_�q otherwise
(15)¯ wx�D�e
�� merely measures whether or not the � ��� subject is

within the reasoning region i , a subset of the image re-
gion presently under consideration.

¯ w����e
W�� is set to one
if the extent of overlap between � { ���� and i falls below
a certain level ³ .

¯ � �D��
W�� indicates whether or not the � ���
subject has shown up as a foreground region. If the �0��� sub-
ject doesn’t overlap with any of the extracted foreground
regions,

¯ � �D��
W�� is set to zero.
¯¸´ �D�e
�� signifies the con-

dition of merging. It is set to one if other subjects than the�e��� subject have a significant overlap with a common fore-
ground region. At this stage, we identify that each subject
could be in one of the four following states,¹ � ���-� : �e��� subject exits the scene¹ wr���-� : �e��� subject is isolated from the others¹ � ���-� : �e��� subject in foreground-foreground ambiguity¹ ´ ���-� : �e��� subject in foreground-background ambiguity¯ wx�D�e
�� detects the exit state. For the state of being iso-
lated , the �e��� subject should have significant overlap with
a foreground region within the scene and

¯ ´ �D��
W���"º_ .
Foreground-foreground ambiguities occur when more than
one subject merge in the same foreground region thereby
causing difficulties in tracking each of them. A subject as-
sumes this state when

¯*´ ���e
W��>";< and
¯ w �D�e
��>"»_ . A



subject is in foreground-background ambiguity when some
portion of the background occludes it. A typical exam-
ple could be the occlusion caused by a tree in an outdoor
surveillance scenario. In this case, although the motion his-
tory predicts the subject to be within the image region, it re-
mains invisible due to occlusion. This situation is indicated
by

¯ wx�D�e
��¸"¼_ and
¯ � ���e
��?"½_ . Table 1 summarizes the

state decisions based on the composition of the values of
the three measurements

¯¸¾ ���e
��\qW£�"²<�
�¿�
WÀ . Once the states
of the individual subjects are decided, we proceed towards
the actions to be taken for keeping track of the subjects. For
this, we define the following four actions,Á � �D�e
�� : � ��� subject removed from list in � ��� frameÁ w �D�e
�� : update �e��� subjects motion and color his-

togram information in �T��� frameÁ � �D�e
�� : update � ��� subjects motion history using only
mean shift tracking in �T��� frameÁ ´ �D�e
�� : update � ��� subjects motion history using only
position prediction in �T��� frame

The � ��� subject is removed from the list [
Á �e���-� ] once it is

detected to be in the Exit state. However, if the subject is
isolated from others, both its motion and color signatures
are updated [

Á w ���-� ] from the position and color histogram
data of the foreground region with which it has the high-
est overlap. Since, the condition of foreground-foreground
ambiguity makes it difficult to track subjects under partial
visibility, we go for tracking each of them by the mean-shift
algorithm and only the motion signature is updated [

Á � ���-� ]
according to the position information obtained thereby. The
color signature is not updated, as it is tough to locate the
exact contour of the subject in the common foreground
where others have also merged. Finally, we come to the
case of foreground-background ambiguity , where the sub-
ject is practically invisible while giving an approximate cue
of its present position as predicted by the associated mo-
tion tracker. In this case, we rely on the predicted position
and update the motion tracker based on the same. Table 1
summarizes the actions to be taken according to the present
state of the subject under consideration.

After settling the issues related to tracking individual
subjects and maintaining the list, we proceed to check the
entry of new subjects. For this, we re-compute the over-
lap matrix and threshold it to obtain ©�ªl�	�z
�� while using
the corrected (after reasoning and tracking) positions of the
subjects. However, if there exists some ����� foreground re-
gion, which does not have any overlap with the listed sub-
jects and it is within the scene, then it is either a new subject,
or an old one for which we lost the track. Thus, we perform
a search through the list to compare color histogram of the
new region with the listed subjects. This region is declared
new if no matches are found and is added to the list.

Table 1. State Decision-Action Table
State Observation Action¹ � ���e
W�� ¯ w ���e
W�� Á � �D��
W��¹ w ���e
W�� ¯ w ���e
���a ¯ � ���e
W���a ¯?´ �D�e
�� Á w �D��
W��¹ � ���e
W�� ¯ wr�D�e
���a ¯ ´ ���e
�� Á � �D��
W��¹ ´ ���e
W�� ¯ w �D�e
���a ¯ � ���e
�� Á ´ �D��
W��

5. Results

The proposed methodology is tested offline on a set of
image sequences obtained from an outdoor surveillance set-
ting. Here, we have arranged for two subjects to enter from
two different sides of the scene. They are tracked individ-
ually as they approach each other and merge. We have ex-
perimented with a very complex motion pattern where the
two subjects circle around each other. Here, although the
tracking fails at several instants due to the complexity of the
case, intelligent reasoning provides robustness to the system
by resuming the track of subjects.

The view under surveillance is assumed to be free from
any intrusion for the first few (typically 100) frames as the
system starts up. Whenever an intrusion occurs, the system
detects a change in the background and pixels belonging to
the intruders’ images are extracted as foreground regions.
Initially, for the first three frames, the foreground region is
only tracked using mean-shift algorithm while the motion
history is being acquired. Subsequently, the color distri-
bution and motion history of each subject are updated and
saved in a dynamic list. Intelligent reasoning processes this
list to handle cases of merging and splitting.

The proposed methodology for monocular visual surveil-
lance is implemented on a standard 1.6 GHz Pentium 4 pro-
cessor. The current implementation operates on images of
resolution 320x240 at 7.5 FPS. Figure 3 shows the results
of tracking two intruders crossing each other. An online
version of this system is also implemented and is found to
function satisfactorily in real-time in the lab environment.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed an algorithm for monoc-
ular tracking of multiple objects while disambiguating oc-
clusions through intelligent reasoning. This paper also re-
ports the results obtained by the implementation of the pro-
posed methodology. An intruder is recognized as a change
of the background (foreground region). The surveillance
system maintains a list of different intruders, where the
color distribution and motion history form the signature of
each. Our algorithm processes a dynamic list of these in-
truder signatures in an intelligent manner to resolve ambi-
guities caused by occlusions. The present work only con-



Figure 3. Results of Tracking Two Persons Crossing and
Occluding each other. (a) The Background Image, (b)
Two intruders approaching each other (Frame 155), (c)
Intruders merge and one is partially visible (Frame 214),
(d) One Intruder is Completely Occluded by the Other
(Frame 235), (e) Intruders tend to separate and one is
partially visible (Frame 261), (f) The Intruders have sep-
arated forming two different foreground regions (Frame
375). Bounding boxes of different colors (Pink and Blue)
mark each intruder.

siders the color and motion information to distinguish fore-
ground objects: including shape features will help differen-
tiate multiple objects having similar color distribution.

This paper reports a significant part of our ongoing work
on semantic analysis of surveillance videos. Future exten-
sions to this work are aimed at analysis and recognition of
intruder activities. Common actions like walking, standing,
running and bending can be recognized from the analysis
of foreground shape and motion information. Besides, we
would like to identify foreground-background interactions
like hiding (behind a tree, for example) and foreground-
foreground interactions such as communication between
two intruders, on the basis of occlusion information. The
analysis of activities would help in scene understanding and
will amount to a truly Smart Surveillance System.
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